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Mission:
To explore the Andromeda Galaxy.
Seek out new life and new civilizations.
Establish first contact.
Form alliances and diplomatic relations.
Setting:
25th Century, 100 years since Farpoint
New technology developed – a hyperwarp gate
constructed to warp jump to Andromeda.
Enterprise is the first ship assigned to the new
galaxy.
Other ships will follow after first season.
Starbase being built, will be complete at end of first
season and two more ships will arrive.
Enterprise will occasionally return to Milky Way for
staffing changes, refits, extended leave.

Crew
Captain
Colton McHugh
Male, Mid-30’s
Terran (Caucasian)
Born on a frontier planet.
Adventure-seeking young Captain with a case of wanderlust.
First command was a small scout vessel with a crew of 50.
Well-respected among Starfleet, considered to have a promising
future.

First Officer (Cmdr.)
Solomon Chang
Male, Age Unknown
Vegan/Terran (Asian)
Half-Human, half-Vegan. Born and raised on Vega V, a secretive
culture that believes they can sense their own future.
Captain McHugh's oldest friend and confidante.

Chief Science Officer (Lt. Cmdr.)
Lexia
Female, Early 30’s
Deltan
The foremost Xenobiologist in the Federation. An accomplished academic, but
has never served on a starship in regular duty before. Has an insatiable
curiosity.
As a Deltan, has enhanced senses, is an empath (able to sense and transmit
feelings) and is very active and open sexually.

Head of Health and Wellness (Commodore)
Firela Zan Joli
Female, Mid-40’s
Suvani
Extensive background in infectious diseases and xenoviruses. Believes
strongly in non-Interference.
All Suvani are female, reproduce through parthenogenesis seeded by tactile
genetic exchange. Suvani are extremely potent touch telepaths.

Tech/Ops Chief (Commander)
Marcus Daystrom
Male, Mid-50’s
Terran (African)
A transhumanist, enhances his mental capabilities with neural implants.
Networked directly into the ship’s systems. Creator of the ship’s AI, NOMI
and of the holographic crewman ASH.
Great-grandfather was Richard Daystrom (invented duotronics, faulty M-5
that caused the deaths of hundreds of Starfleet personnel).

Security Chief (Lt.)
Qora
Transgender, Late 20’s
Centaurian
Born on Centauri III. Centauri have superior strength and agility and have
amazing regenerative abilities.
An exile from Centaurian society for refusing to breed. 10% of Centauri are
born like her, “Avunari” (the “third kind”) – of male gender but with female
secondary sex characteristics. Her kind are required to propagate the species
and are kept hidden and repressed.
Is adept with hand to hand combat, melee weapon combat and energy
weapons.

Chief Engineer (Commander)
Tyl’san Kopec
Male, 60’s
Andorian
Experienced engineer and one of the designers and builders of both the
new Enterprise and the Spacefold Gate.
Andorians have repudiated their warlike ways of the past, but Kopec
still enjoys a good argument and is an avid sports fan – the more
violent the sport, the better.

Helmsman/Navigator (Ensign)
Viin
Female, Early-20’s
Romulan
Keen ability for spatial math and an expert helmsman. Like all Vulcanoid races,
has very strong emotions and has a tendency to let them get the better of her,
being still young and untrained in mental discipline.
Comes from a tribe of lighter-complexioned Romulans who have abandoned
their old, Imperial ways and have embraced change after the destruction of
Romulus. They believe in peace and exploration and have rededicated
themselves to discovery and hypermathematics.

Xenolinguist/Crypologist (Lt. JG)
Kyle Becker
Male, Late-20’s
Terran (Caucasian)
Brilliant linguist and cryptology savant. He finds any problem or puzzle
irresistible, can decode most ciphers after just a cursory glance.
A low-level analyst for Starfleet Intelligence for several years, essentially
drafted into serving on the Enterprise.
A genius at seeing patterns and understanding complex systems,
sometimes his solutions appear, to the rest of the crew, to come out of
nowhere.
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TEASER
EXT. NEBULA
The Enterprise orbits the barren planet of Cossaea II in the
expansive bluish-purple nebula while an intense energy storm
surrounds them.
CHANG (V.O.)
Captain's Log, Commander Solomon
Chang. The Enterprise is in orbit
around Cossaea II in an attempt to
respond to a message of greeting, an
invite received upon our arrival in
the Andromeda Galaxy.
INT. ENTERPRISE - BRIDGE
Daystrom is on the Bridge at the Ops station with Dr. Joli,
running a scan.
CHANG (V.O.)
While a team has shuttled down to the
planet to make contact, one of our
crewmen, Lt. Kyle Becker, has gone
missing from Sickbay.
INT. ENTERPRISE - CORRIDOR
Security teams are sweeping through the corridors, looking for
Becker - checking each room as they pass it.
CHANG (V.O.)
Search parties are scouring every
deck to locate him.
INT. ENTERPRISE - SENSOR CONTROL ROOM
Lt. Kyle Becker is working feverishly, sloppily, tearing apart
quantum computing relays and reconfiguring them. He looks over
his shoulder nervously. He looks paranoid and anxious. He is
sweating and still dressed in his patient's smock from Sickbay.
CHANG (V.O.)
He's been acting erratically since
his accident and we're concerned for
his safety.

INT. ENTERPRISE - LAB
Commander Kopec is working with several engineers over a diagram
of the nebula, running simulations on how to neutralize the
storm.
CHANG (V.O.)
However, my most immediate concern is
the threat that the increasingly
powerful and active energy storm
poses to our vessel. Commander Kopec
is leading a team to formulate a
countermeasure to protect us from
further damage.
EXT. COSSAEA II - SURFACE
Captain McHugh, Lt. Qora, Miriam Lexia, Ensign Viin and the
holographic security officer ASH are standing in front of a
hairless, smooth-featured humanoid figure dressed in white
robes.
CHANG (V.O.)
Captain McHugh and his landing party
have made first contact with the
Andromedans, though no further
details have been forthcoming. I
hope they find the answers we all
seek.
Captain McHugh steps forward.
MCHUGH
Greetings. We come from the Milky
Way galaxy in the spirit of discovery
and peace in the name of the United
Federation of Planets. We wish to
learn about your people and your
galaxy...
The Andromedan simply smiles at them silently.
McHugh looks at Lexia who looks back at him, at a loss as to what
to say.
MCHUGH (CONT'D)
Please... can you tell us who you are?
Why did you call us here? What is the
meaning of your message?
The Andromedan looks around at each of them.
ANDROMEDAN
My children come back to me in many
forms I see.

McHugh is a bit surprised by the change in subject, but goes with
it.
MCHUGH
Yes... the United Federation of
Planets represents over 5,000
sentient species. The crew of my own
vessel represents over one hundred of
these.
ANDROMEDAN
(smiling)
Wonderful. So wonderful.
MCHUGH
Can you tell usThe Andromedan takes a step forward and walks around and
in-between them. It looks at Viin and her upswept eyebrows and
pointed ears. It seems particularly interested in Qora, who
towers over the Andromedan.
ANDROMEDAN
(appreciatively)
Some of you have grown quite strong.
Qora looks uncomfortable being so overtly examined.
The Andromedan looks at ASH and notices the lack of environment
suit.
ANDROMEDAN (CONT'D)
This one is... different.
ASH looks back at the Andromedan with open curiosity.
MCHUGH
ASH is... different.

Yes.

Lexia and Qora exchange looks, wondering why McHugh didn't say
what ASH really is.
The Andromedan pokes ASH, but he seems normal. The Andromedan
turns to look at Lexia and McHugh, who are standing near each
other. It looks them over.
ANDROMEDAN
(to Lexia)
Your species is very different from
Captain McHugh's.
McHugh is confused.
MCHUGH
We're actually quite similar...
The Andromedan looks at McHugh as if he's been caught trying to
pull a fast one on them. The Andromedan compares the two.

ANDROMEDAN
Come now, Captain, surely you can see.
(pointing at McHugh's body
parts)
You are taller, darker, wider at the
top, narrower in the middle.
(pointing to Lexia's parts)
This one has no growths from the top,
darker eyes and... growths on the
front.
The Andromedan pokes Lexia right in one of her breasts. McHugh
instinctively goes to stop the Andromedan, but Lexia waves him
off, taking is as innocent curiosity.
LEXIA
(patiently)
No, you misunderstand. We are both
humanoids, but different genders. I
am a woman and he is a man.
The Andromedan looks back and forth at them curiously.
Woman...?

ANDROMEDAN
Man?

LEXIA
Both our species require two genders
for sexual reproduction.
ANDROMEDAN
Ah, yes! Sexual reproduction.
interesting!

Very

The Andromedan seems amused and walks back to where it was
standing before. McHugh isn't sure if the Andromedan's
amusement comes at their expense or not.
MCHUGH
Can you... what... what should we call
you?
The Andromedan turns to them.
ANDROMEDAN
Whatever you find appropriate.
McHugh turns to Lexia, feeling like he's not making any progress
here.
MCHUGH
(to Lexia)
Lexi?
LEXIA
(in awe)
It's incredible, Cole...

MCHUGH
These must be them... right? What
are the chances of a totally different
species evolving to look so much like
us humanoids in a completely
different galaxy separated by
millions of light years?
LEXIA
Astronomical...
(realizes what she said,
smiles)
Beyond astronomical.
Lexia steps forward.
LEXIA (CONT'D)
(to the Andromedan)
Our people have stories... from all
different cultures all over our
Galaxy. Stories of ancient entities
that created... or seeded life on
planets throughout the Galaxy.
Created us... In their own image.
Lexia gestures toward the Andromedan's similar design.
The Andromedan nods in understanding.
ANDROMEDAN
And what name do your people have for
these... creators?
LEXIA
Well... some call them Progenitors...
Preservers... The Old Ones...
Scientists call them the Ascendents.
Some...
(looks at McHugh)
Some call them... "gods".
ANDROMEDAN
"God". Yes, that is a good word.
You may call me "God".
McHugh and Lexia exchange incredulous glances.
END TEASER

SERIES MAIN TITLES

ACT ONE
EXT. ENTERPRISE
The Enterprise orbits Cossaea II. Energy bolts fire throughout
the nebula and one strikes the Enterprise's shields.
INT. ENTERPRISE - BRIDGE
Chang sits contemplatively in the Captain's chair and looks
around as the bolt makes the lights flicker.
The Tactical Officer reads out the status of the shields.
LT. KTIMBA
Shields holding at 82%.
Chang nods, resigned to the fact that there's nothing they can
do about it right now.
A security officer is conferring with Dr. Joli at the rear of
the Bridge.
Daystrom sits at a rear console, bleary-eyed, reviewing several
security camera images simultaneously, watching the search
parties and looking for any sign of Becker.
NOMI is on at the station. She sees Daystrom is tired and
stressed as he shuts his eyes tightly and rubs his temples.
NOMI
Dr. Daystrom. Perhaps you should
take a break.
DAYSTROM
(sighs)
No, thank you, NOMI, I'm fine.
The security officer walks away and Dr. Joli comes over.
JOLI
She's right, Commander.
NOMI
Thank you, Dr. Joli.
Joli smiles awkwardly at the hologram.
JOLI
I appreciate your help, but you look
overworked. Why not take a break?
Daystrom looks up at Dr. Joli and tries to look pleasant.

DAYSTROM
My cortical implants allow me to work
much longer and with much less rest,
Doctor. I will be fine.
JOLI
At least stop and eat something.
Daystrom smiles and pulls out a tube of gray goop.
DAYSTROM
This is all I need, Doctor.
day.

Once a

JOLI
What is...?
DAYSTROM
A nutrient paste of my own design.
Joli recoils a bit as he squirts it into his mouth and eats it.
JOLI
Does it taste good at least?
Daystrom shakes his head, choking it down.
DAYSTROM
No. But I plan on making it directly
injectable into my stomach through an
abdominal port if I get around to
designing one. Maybe even from an
automated, timed pump. Much more
efficient.
Joli shakes her head, disgusted at the thought.
JOLI
Is it all...
(gesturing to his implants)
Worth it?
DAYSTROM
(sighs, frustrated)
My cyberhippocampus gives me expanded
memory and instant recall. I can
record and playback experiences with
absolute clarity.
(waves at the monitors)
My network interface allows me access
to every camera and sensor on board.
(working himself up a bit)
My neurotransmission accelerator
allows me to analyze more data faster
and more precisely than practically
any fully organic mind.
Daystrom turns to the monitors and gesticulates in annoyance.

DAYSTROM (CONT'D)
(explodes with
frustration)
But I can't find one deranged crewman
hiding under our very noses!
Joli puts her hand on Daystrom's shoulder to comfort him.
NOMI turns purple.
NOMI
It's all right, Dr. Daystrom.
worried about Kyle, too.

I'm

Joli smiles and shakes her head at NOMI's simulated emotions.
She turns and sees Chang and walks away to go talk to him.
DAYSTROM
All right, NOMI, let's start again.
Show me the monitors for Deck 12,
sections A through J.
NOMI
Yes, Dr. Daystrom.
The images on the consoles change.
Joli strides down to Chang.

She sees him looking at the planet.

JOLI
Any word from the Captain?
Chang shakes his head.
CHANG
(sighs, shakes his head)
Not since they made contact. The
storm's getting worse. Comms are
going in and out.
Joli nods, looking at the planet with some concern as well.
JOLI
They still haven't found Lt. Becker.
Chang's face betrays some consternation, but that is all.
not really his biggest concern at the moment.
JOLI (CONT'D)
(frustrated)
I can't imagine where he could be
hiding!
CHANG
(shrugs)
It's a big ship.

It's

JOLI
(exasperated)
At this point, I can't even be sure
he's still on the ship!
The turbolift doors open and out steps Becker, looking
bedraggled and a bit frazzled. He's still wearing his medical
gown and his ass is showing.
Everyone on the Bridge turns and gawks at Becker as he strides
directly over to the science station.
Daystrom, who has been reviewing several monitors at once, gapes
at Becker as he passes by him.
The Andorian Science Officer (Lt. Tarah) backs away as Becker
interjects himself between her and the console.
Becker starts furiously working at the station, bringing up data
on the nebula and scrolling through results quickly, mumbling
to himself.
BECKER
233... 1597... 28657...
514229-that's the sequence! It's
there, of course! Couldn't miss it.
Couldn't miss it!
McHugh and Joli look at each other, then head up to confront
Becker.
CHANG
Lieutenant?
Becker ignores him, still mumbling to himself.
BECKER
Primes... fractals from primes, in
sequence... frequency, amplitude...
amplitude!
Joli reaches out to touch Becker just as another bolt hits the
Enterprise and makes the lights flicker.
Becker suddenly backs away from the console with a crazed look
in his eyes.
Of course!

BECKER (CONT'D)
Of course!

He looks out the main viewscreen at the nebula.
grin comes over his face. He laughs.

A huge, crazed

BECKER (CONT'D)
(laughs)
The Tactical Officer reports again.
LT. KTIMBA
76 percent.
Chang gestures to Lt. Ktimba in acknowledgement, keeping his
attention on Becker.
Joli looks very concerned for Becker's mental health and takes
hold of him. Becker looks at her, though doesn't really focus
on her.
BECKER
Don't you see?
(to Chang)
Can't you see it?
(looking at nebula)
It's so... beautiful!
Becker's eyes well up with tears of joy.
Daystrom looks out at the nebula, trying to see what Becker's
seeing.
JOLI
Lieutenant, I think you should come
with me...
Becker looks at her, not understanding.
What...?
Doctor-

BECKER
CHANG

JOLI
Let's get you some rest... Kyle...
No... No!

BECKER
CHANG
Just a minuteJoli motions to the Tactical Officer to help her pull Becker away
towards the turbolift. Becker turns to Chang, pleading.
BECKER
No, wait! I need to-I just
need-listen! Look! Just look and
LISTEN!!
Becker gesticulates wildly at the viewscreen.

More energy bolts hit and makes the lights flicker again.
Becker looks around wildly at the impact and gestures to it as
if it's self-explanatory.
Daystrom stands up and takes a step toward the viewscreen, trying
to make sense of Becker's babbling.
Chang wants to understand what Becker is trying to say and walks
towards him as Joli and Lt. Ktimba escort him off the Bridge.
CHANG
Listen to whatJust then, Commander Kopec comes out of the turbolift, not seeing
Joli, Becker and the Lt. Ktimba. He strides directly up to Chang
confidently, holding a PADD.
KOPEC
Here you go, Commander! And if I do
say so myself, it's quite ingenious.
CHANG
(distracted)
What?
KOPEC
(annoyed)
The countermeasure against the energy
bolts!
Chang looks at Kopec, remembering he had asked him to find a
countermeasure.
CHANG
Right... what is it?
Becker overhears this and struggles to stay on the Bridge so he
can hear Kopec and Chang.
KOPEC
(condescendingly)
Well, to make it simple for you...
Chang shakes his head at the implied insult.
KOPEC (CONT'D)
We merely need to start an
antiprotonic chain reaction with a
modified torpedo. We will literally
burn away the nebula!
Burn...?

CHANG
Becker freaks out and breaks free from Joli and the Breen.
runs toward Chang and Kopec.

He

NO!!!
know-

BECKER
You can't!

Don't!

You don't

KOPEC
What the-?!
Lt. Ktimba catches Becker and Joli sedates him. He's grabbing
Kopec's uniform and slumps as the sedative takes effect.
BECKER
(weakly)
No... please... no...
Joli and Lt. Ktimba now easily carry Becker away.
JOLI
I'm sorry, Commander, I'll make sure
he gets his rest this time.
(to Lt. Ktimba)
Can you spare a security detail, Lt.
Ktimba?
LT. KTIMBA
Yes, Doctor.
Chang pushes past Kopec to talk to Joli before the turbolift door
closes.
CHANG
Doctor. I'd like to talk to Lt.
Becker as soon as he's able. Can you
stabilize him?
JOLI
(in disbelief)
Stabilize?!
At first Joli thinks Chang is being insensitive to Becker's
condition, but as another bolt hits, she sees something in his
look that gives her the feeling Chang has a very good reason to
ask.
JOLI (CONT'D)
(conciliatorily)
I won't know until I can get him on a
medical bed and find out what's wrong
with him.
(BEAT)
No promises.
The turbolift closes.
Kopec, peeved at having his brilliant plan essentially ignored,
trudges up to Chang as the Commander walks back to the Captain's
Chair.

Commander!

KOPEC
About my proposal?

CHANG
I'll... take it under consideration.
KOPEC
Under...?
Kopec is flabbergasted. Another bolt hits, which Chang
ignores. Kopec looks at him in disbelief, slaps the PADD down
on the arm of the Captain's Chair and storms off the Bridge
muttering to himself.
KOPEC (CONT'D)
(under his breath)
Vegans.
Daystrom walks down to stand beside Chang. Both men stare out
at the viewscreen, studying the nebula and the energy storm
intently, trying to see what Becker is talking about.
CHANG
What do you think, Daystrom?
there something out there?
Something we don't see?

Is

Daystrom shakes his head.
DAYSTROM
I... don't know...
EXT. COSSAEA II - SURFACE
McHugh is walking with the Andromedan, talking with it. Lexia
follows close behind. Viin, Qora and ASH follow at more of a
distance.
Qora and Lexia walk behind McHugh and the Andromedan.
Lexia looks bored, tired of walking.
conversation ahead.

She wants to be in on the

Qora is alert. She eyes the Andromedan suspiciously,
occasionally looking off to the sides to maintain situational
awareness.
Lexia looks up at Qora.

There's no small talk.

LEXIA
(to Qora, whispering)
HeyNo.

QORA

LEXIA
What?
QORA
I do not know what they're talking
about. And I don't care.
LEXIA
How could you not care?! This is the
most important question of existence
there is! "Why are we here?" "Who
made us?" "What is our purpose?"
QORA
I have better ones.
Lexia is taken aback - better questions than those?
hear this.

She has to

LEXIA
Like what?!
QORA
"What is that thing?" "What does it
want?" "How did it get here?" "Where
are the others?"
Lexia is disappointed with the mundaneness of Qora's answer.
LEXIA
(sighs)
Lt. Qora. You have no imagination.
QORA
I can imagine a hundred different ways
this creature could be lying to us,
setting us up for a trap, telling us
what we want to hear. I have to
imagine every contingency - it's my
duty.
Lexia shrugs, admitting she's right, if narrow-minded.
Lexia thinks for a second then lifts her tricorder and turns it
on.
Qora looks at her questioningly.
LEXIA
(in answer)
You wanted to know what it is... let's
find out.
Lexia runs her scans and looks confused by the results.
Qora sees this and takes it as a bad sign.

QORA
What is it?
LEXIA
The tricorder must not be able to read
its composition correctly... maybe
it's just too alien.
Qora looks at the readings, but doesn't understand what they
mean.
LEXIA (CONT'D)
According to these readings...
there's no internal structure to
the... being. No skeleton, no
organs... No cellular
differentiation at all.
Qora eyes the Andromedan with even more suspiciousness.
QORA
Shapeshifter?
LEXIA
(can't figure it out)
No, I don't think so...
Giving up, she drops the tricorder.
LEXIA (CONT'D)
Must just be too exotic for our
instruments. I'd love to get one of
them up in Sickbay and do some real
scans on them!
Qora scoffs at the idea.
QORA
Not going to happen.
Lexia sighs at Qora's rigidity.
LEXIA
You're no fun at all.
Qora takes it as a compliment.
QORA
(grins)
I'm glad we understand each other.
Lexia can't help but smile back.
CUT TO:
The Andromedan and McHugh are walking and talking.

ANDROMEDAN
Your people do not seem to trust me.
McHugh looks back and Qora and Lexia.
MCHUGH
They're just naturally curious about
you. As I am, myself.
ANDROMEDAN
An admirable trait.
MCHUGH
We have so many questionsThe Andromedan smiles at him with empathy.
ANDROMEDAN
You have come all this way, worked so
hard and so long to get here. You
seek to know why...
Yes.

MCHUGH

The Andromedan puts a hand on his shoulder.
ANDROMEDAN
In due time, Captain, you've made it
here. There is no rush now.
Patience.
MCHUGH
(sighs)
Not a trait we're known for.
The Andromedan smiles with mild amusement.
sky.

It looks up into the

ANDROMEDAN
What you have accomplished is very
impressive. We are very proud of
you.
Thank you.

MCHUGH
ANDROMEDAN
We are curious as well. We wish to
know all about you and your people.
MCHUGH
Of course. We have full databanks on
our history and culturesThe Andromedan waves this off.

ANDROMEDAN
No, I wish to know about you.
Me?

MCHUGH

ANDROMEDAN
Yes, tell me about you.
ship.

About your

Waves up at the sky.
McHugh is a bit confused.
ANDROMEDAN (CONT'D)
How many of you made this journey?
MCHUGH
(reluctantly)
Well, the Enterprise's standard crew
complement is five hundred and
seventy-two.
ANDROMEDAN
(nods appreciatively)
And your ship... what are its
capabilities?
McHugh is uncomfortable with this tangent of the discussion.
seems so insignificant.
MCHUGH
The Enterprise is primarily an
exploration vessel. By no means our
largest or most capable. But the
newest and most advanced.
The Andromedan nods appreciatively at this.
ANDROMEDAN
Oh, very good.
MCHUGH
May I ask, why do you care so much
about our ship?
ANDROMEDAN
We wish to know how far you have come.
MCHUGH
Technologically?
ANDROMEDAN
Yes, and also... militarily.
MCHUGH
Militarily?

It

ANDROMEDAN
You do prepare for conflict, do you
not?
McHugh doesn't want to give the impression that his people are
warlike.
MCHUGH
We... do. But we don't seek out
conflict. In fact, there has not
been a major war for 20 yearsANDROMEDAN
But you do maintain the capability to
fight.
Yes, but-

MCHUGH

ANDROMEDAN
Have you fought many wars?
MCHUGH
(reluctantly)
I won't lie. We've had many, many
more than we'd like. Some extremely
costly, terrible wars.
(BEAT)
But we like to think that with each
war, we learn the that the value of
peace is by far more preferable.
The Andromedan nods, apparently in thought.
ANDROMEDAN
I imagine your people have
accumulated many powerful,
terrifyingly effective weapons of war
over the many years.
McHugh's expression is answer enough.
guilty. But it's true.

He feels ashamed,

MCHUGH
Are you disappointed?
ANDROMEDAN
No...
(to McHugh)
No.
The Andromedan puts its hand on McHugh's arm to reassure him.
But the smile doesn't seem entirely sincere. The Andromedan
looks up at the ship.
ANDROMEDAN (CONT'D)
(abruptly)
Show me your ship.

McHugh is surprised by this.
MCHUGH
Uh...
The Andromedan looks at McHugh with an eager smile.
ANDROMEDAN
I wish to see what you have
accomplished!
McHugh is caught off-guard by this request.
finger.

He holds up a

MCHUGH
Just a minute...
McHugh turns and heads back to Qora and Lexia and starts talking
to them.
The Andromedan watches them discuss the idea. Qora obviously
doesn't like the idea and glares suspiciously at the Andromedan.
The Andromedan smiles in response, which just makes Qora glower
more strongly.
The Andromedan looks up at the sky.
EXT. COSSAEA II - IN ORBIT
The Enterprise orbits Cossaea II in the distance. The nebula
is still thick around the planet and the energy storm is as strong
as ever.
As the Enterprise passes behind Cossaea II in its orbit, three
dark shapes come into view, obscured by the nebula's clouds.
They are also orbiting the planet and seem to be following the
Enterprise.
As the shapes push through the nebula's thick clouds, it becomes
clear that they are three large alien space vessels!
END OF ACT ONE

ACT TWO
EXT. ENTERPRISE
The Enterprise orbits Cossaea II.
INT. ENTERPRISE - CORRIDOR
Commander Chang walks through the corridor, passing other crew.
The lights and power flicker as another bolt hits the ship, this
time powerfully enough to shake the ship a bit and force a couple
crew members in the corridor to lose their balance.
Chang stops to catch one crew member and steady them, looking
around at the lights. He sees the crew are also looking around
- anxiously, nervously. Then they turn and look to him. He
feels their concern and the weight of the responsibility on him.
Reassuringly, he puts his hand on the shoulder of the crew member
he helped and continues walking. The other crew members shortly
follow suit.
INT. ENTERPRISE - SICKBAY
Dr. Joli and a medic are standing at Lt. Becker's medical bed.
Becker is awake and seems calmer.
Chang walks in and comes over to Joli and Becker.
CHANG
(to Becker)
Lieutenant. How are you feeling?
Better...
Doc?

BECKER
CHANG
JOLI
He's fine. Physiologically, he
suffered no harm from the energy bolt
that struck him on his EVA.
Becker raises his eyebrows wryly at this, as if to say he's a
lucky bastard and he knows it.
And?

CHANG

JOLI
Well, scans showed extremely elevated
levels of adrenaline and certain
thyroid hormones. Nothing
dangerous, but it certainly explains
his erratic behavior before.
Becker rubs his sore arm.
BECKER
Yeah, Doc gave me a some "chill juice"
and brought me back down to Earth...
CHANG
(nods)
Lieutenant... Do you remember what
you said before?
BECKER
Sir?
CHANG
About the energy storm?
something out there?
Becker looks at Joli.
Yes, Sir.

He doesn't want her to think he's crazy.

BECKER
I did.

Chang looks at Joli.
Kyle.
know.

Did you see

She looks concerned.

CHANG
Tell me, honestly.
What did you see?

I want to

Becker looks back and forth at Joli and Chang nervously.
doesn't want people to think he's crazy.
CHANG (CONT'D)
Is there something out there?
in the nebula?
Becker lowers his head.
about what he saw.

He

Hiding

He doesn't want to say, but he's certain

BECKER
Commander... the nebula is alive.
Chang and Joli share shocked expressions.
CHANG
(skeptically)
How could you...
JOLI
Our scans would have shown-

Becker shakes his head and tries to explain.
BECKER
It's-no, it's hard to explain... it's
not alive in any way we'd recognize as
life, really. It... it's like a
force of nature, but self-aware...
sentient!
Chang and Joli aren't following.
BECKER (CONT'D)
What I saw out there...
EXT. NEBULA
Flashback to Becker, in his dead EVA suit, adrift and looking
out at the nebula.
BECKER (V.O.)
Patterns and structures... a living,
evolving system.
See the swirling masses of clouds change and shift, with bolts
of energy arcing between them.
BECKER (V.O.)
Shifting from one complex, multilayer
fractal form to another... with such
precision and form, it couldn't be
random. Energy bolts firing with a
rhythm and arrangement that held...
purpose!
See Becker's eyes widen in awe as he watches the swirls and
pulses.
BECKER (V.O.)
It was like seeing math, itself come
to life!
INT. ENTERPRISE - SICKBAY
Becker is staring off into the distance, remembering what he saw.
Chang and Joli gawk incredulously at Becker.
JOLI
You saw all of that?
Becker comes back to the moment and looks at Joli and Chang with
some sheepishness.
BECKER
(shrugs)
I have a... "thing" for patterns.

Chang takes a step back in contemplation.
CHANG
(in confirmation)
Lt. Becker was one of Starfleet
Intelligence's best cryptographers.
Joli is surprised to hear this.
JOLI
I thought you were just a translator!
Becker shrugs.
BECKER
"Need to know"...
Becker turns to Chang, trying to explain more clearly - in
layman's terms.
BECKER (CONT'D)
Sir... the closest thing I can compare
it to is... music.
Chang turns and looks at Becker expectantly.
BECKER (CONT'D)
Beautiful, pleasing... but ordered
and purposefully orchestrated.
Chang considers this.
BECKER (CONT'D)
And, like music, I believe the
patterns were designed to elicit a
specific impression... they have
meaning.
Chang looks at Becker, realizing what he's saying.
BECKER (CONT'D)
The nebula is trying to talk to us!
Joli is shocked by this revelation. To be surrounded, enveloped
by an intelligent lifeform that they didn't even recognize as
alive...
EXT. COSSAEA II - SURFACE
McHugh finishes conferring with Qora and Lexia and walks back
over to the Andromedan, with Lexia.
McHugh notices the Andromedan is looking up at the nebula and
the energy storm. He notices the Andromedan looks like it has
what appears to be a scowl on its face, but he can't be sure.

Problem?

MCHUGH

The Andromedan seems a bit self-conscious at first but its
pleasant aspect returns.
ANDROMEDAN
Simply contemplating.
MCHUGH
Does the energy storm cause you any
concern? It's been disrupting our
efforts since we arrived, it even
nearly downed our shuttle. It's
almost as if it's out to get us.
ANDROMEDAN
It can be an annoyance, yes.
McHugh senses something in the Andromedan's manner - like it
knows more about the energy storm than it's admitting.
MCHUGH
Do you... know something about the
energy storm? Something we should
know?
The Andromedan smiles and changes the subject.
ANDROMEDAN
Nothing of consequence. So, tell me,
when can I see this marvelous ship of
yours?
McHugh awkwardly hesitates for a moment, exchanging glances with
Lexia.
MCHUGH
Before we bring you up to our ship, we
need to understand some things about
your... exact nature.
The Andromedan looks disappointed, but patronizing.
ANDROMEDAN
(shakes head
disappovingly)
Fear. One of the first emotions, and
one of the most difficult to let go of.
MCHUGH
We prefer to think of it as...
precaution. Preparation.
ANDROMEDAN
(sighs)
What can I tell you to reassure you?

LEXIA
Do you mind if I scan you?
The Andromedan nods.

Lexia uses her tricorder.

LEXIA (CONT'D)
Our instruments show no internal
structure to you... only a relatively
uniform structure of an unidentified
material... how is this possible?
ANDROMEDAN
What your primitive equipment is
detecting is merely just the
corporeal shadow of our true nature.
Think of this form as the shadow of the
figure you cannot see because it is
beyond your view.
LEXIA
Do you mean... you're
extradimensional?
Multidimensional?
ANDROMEDAN
If that concept brings you comfort,
yes.
McHugh gives Lexia a "not really" look.
LEXIA
And this body is just your
three-dimensional projection?
ANDROMEDAN
(nods)
We have long since evolved beyond the
forms we seeded you with. We...
"project" this form to facilitate
communication with you.
McHugh thinks this over.
MCHUGH
You implied before that you are the...
beings from our past that spread life
throughout our home galaxy. We call
them the "Ascendants".
The Andromedan nods.
MCHUGH (CONT'D)
What more can you tell us?
LEXIA
Did you seed Earth?
Qo'nos-

Vulcan?

McHugh holds up a hand to cut Lexia off, he wants the Andromedan
to answer.
ANDROMEDAN
Yes, we seeded all your worlds. And
other galaxies as well. Yours was
just one of many.
Lexia is blown away by this, ecstatic to be learning such
mind-boggling truth.
MCHUGH
To what end?
The Andromedan seems confused by the question.
ANDROMEDAN
What do you mean?
MCHUGH
Why? Why spread life, humanoid life,
so far and wide?
LEXIA
Were you the first? Were there no
other intelligent lifeforms before
you?
ANDROMEDAN
These are deep questions, better
answered in the fullness of timeMCHUGH
We have plenty of time right now.
We're in no rush.
The Andromedan smiles politely, but seems to be getting a bit
tired of the grilling.
ANDROMEDAN
Very well. Yes. We were the only
intelligent species in the Universe
as far as we could detect. So great
was our sadness at our isolation that
we created you, all of our children,
in our image.
MCHUGH
Why did you hide yourselves from us?
ANDROMEDAN
You were not readyMCHUGH
But wouldn't we have benefitted from
knowing of your existence? That we
had a purpose? That all of us from
the thousands of planets in the (more)

(cont’d) galaxy are actually all
brothers and sisters?
ANDROMEDAN

Why would-

MCHUGH
Imagine the conflict we could have
avoided, the wars that never would
have happened. What we could have
accomplished with a unified purpose!
ANDROMEDAN
We could not - each of you needed to
find your own wayLexia interjects, responding as much to McHugh as to the
Andromedan.
LEXIA
Like our Prime Directive.
Yes!

ANDROMEDAN
Precisely.

McHugh doesn't seem satisfied.
ANDROMEDAN (CONT'D)
Surely, Captain McHugh, I have been
gracious and satisfied your curiosity
sufficiently for the time being.
Will you now allow me to come aboard
your ship?
McHugh eyes the Andromedan with suspicion, but it passes.
MCHUGH
Our shuttle is this way.
They all begin walking.

The Andromedan looks very pleased.

INT. ENTERPRISE - BRIDGE
Becker sits at a large console in the back of the Bridge.
Joli and Chang stand behind him.
BECKER
The improvement I made to the sensor
arrayKOPEC
The what?
Uh...

BECKER

Kopec,

CHANG
(to Kopec)
Later.
BECKER
With those... changes... I'm able to
detect the full range of the energy
storm's emanations with the sensor
dish. I should be able to both
receive and transmit.
JOLI
Are we sure this is a good idea? Is
it hostile? Could we... anger it by
trying to communicate back and
possibly... injuring it? It
certainly seems capable of destroying
us if it wanted to.
CHANG
If it wanted to, it would have
already.
Becker nods and points at Chang, agreeing with him.
BECKER
I don't think it's hostile... just...
curious.
Kopec rolls his eyes at this.
CHANG
The energy bolts are... its voice?
BECKER
More like a form of communication, not
the words themselves. Like subspace
impulses... or old radio waves. The
bolts aren't the information, itself,
but how it's being sent.
JOLI
But why is it damaging us with the
energy bolts?
BECKER
I don't think it's intentional. If
you notice where the bolts have been
concentrated - the comm relay,
sensors, transporter emitters... all
forms of sending or receiving energy.
JOLI
But it struck you, too.

BECKER
(nods)
I think that was just it trying to
communicate to me through my suit's
comm system.
CHANG
And it hit the away team's shuttle.
BECKER
Well... I'm not sure about that one,
but maybe it was trying to talk to it,
too.
This is too much for Kopec, he loses his patience.
DAYSTROM
Commander, this is foolishness! Our
shields are already down to dangerous
levels, even with the reinforcements.
If we don't deal with this nebula
soonCHANG
That's exactly what we're trying to
do, ChiefKOPEC
By talking to it?! Commander,
there's no evidence this cloud is
sentient at all, beyond Lt. Becker's
"intuition"!
Becker seems offended at the insinuation, but Chang gestures to
him that he'll handle Kopec.
KOPEC (CONT'D)
Even if it is, somehow, alive - what
are the chances that the thing is even
intelligent at all? That it can be
reasoned with?
CHANG
What alternative do we have?
Kopec takes on a smug, but aggressive posture - he'd manipulated
the discussion to get to this exact point.
KOPEC
I have already modified a torpedo
according to my proposal. We can
launch it at your command and burn
away the nebulaWHAT?!

JOLI

BECKER
That's crazy!
This is the closest anyone has seen Chang get to showing anger.
CHANG
Commander Kopec! I did not clear
that proposal! You were not
authorized to pursue that course of
action!
Kopec is not intimidated.
KOPEC
I took it upon my own initiative.
CHANG
Who said youKopec is tired of the disrepect shown to him by this young
upstart.
KOPEC
(losing his cool)
I have been doing this a very long
time, Commander, and I don't need to
be ordered by you to do my duty!
Chang is speechless at this outburst.
of them with disdain.

Kopec looks at the three

KOPEC (CONT'D)
(sarcastically)
You all seem to be too awestruck by the
"wonder" of it all to be thinking
practically.
Becker is surprised by this, and Joli looks seriously indignant.
Chang just looks pissed. Kopec realizes he may have made his
point a bit too strongly and tries to rein it in a bit.
KOPEC (CONT'D)
(forced calm)
I simply am pursuing due diligence.
Keeping us prepared for any
contingency.
Chang shakes his head. He doesn't appreciate the
insubordination and insults, but on some level he knows Kopec
is right.
CHANG
No-one has authority to launch
anything except me, is that
understood?
Of course.

KOPEC

CHANG
What do you need to proceed,
Lieutenant?
BECKER
I'm actually ready to transmit. For
now, I want to send back the signal
it's been sending us - just to see if
it recognizes it and replies.
Chang looks at Joli.
Becker.

She looks anxious, uncertain.

He nods at

Becker hits a button and the sound of an energy build up can be
heard even on the Bridge. The lights dim.
EXT. ENTERPRISE
The Enterprise's main sensor dish fires out a beam of energy
identical to the ones the storm has been producing.
INT. ENTERPRISE
The lights come back up and Chang, Becker, Joli and Kopec wait
expectantly. Nothing happens. They look around.
KOPEC
This isn't working, Commander.
BECKER
Just a minute, I need toSuddenly the entire bridge is violently shaken and the lights
flicker and burn out - some panels explode in sparks.
KOPEC
(curses)
Jopha!
CHANG
Damage control!
Lt. Ktimba nods and pulls herself back up to work her console.
LT. KTIMBA
(into comm)
Hazard Team to the Bridge. Repeat:
Hazard Team, report to the Bridge.
Suddenly another bolt hits, shaking the Bridge - but they're more
prepared for it this time.
KOPEC
(to Chang)
You see?!

BECKER
No - we just didn't respond - wait!
He sends another bolt out. This time the response comes sooner.
But it's just as powerful and lasts longer.
CHANG
I'm not sure I like how this
conversation is going!
KOPEC
It's some kind of feedback loop!
(indicating Becker)
He's going to get us all killed!
JOLI
Kyle, can you communicate with it?
BECKER
Yes, I think so! Our transmissions
work - now I just need to translate so
we can send our own message!
How long?

CHANG
BECKER
It depends on how much of our language
it's learned. I think it must have
received the messages from our probes
and has been waiting for us.
Another bolt hits.
LT. KTIMBA
Shields down to 32%!
BECKER
It may be trying to speak our language
in some way, but using its energy
bolts to transmit it...
Becker brings up a virtual keyboard starts typing rapidly.
BECKER (CONT'D)
I'm going to write a rough API from our
sensor system to the Universal
Translator and see if we can
understand what it's trying to say!
Another bolt.
LT. KTIMBA
29%!
CHANG
Hurry, Lieutenant!

Becker is typing frantically.
Another bolt hits.
Kopec pulls Chang aside.
NOT like being grabbed.

Chang looks at Kopec's hand - he does

KOPEC
Commander! There's no time!
launch the torpedo!
No!

Let me

JOLI
Give him time!

CHANG
It is responding.
Another bolt.
LT. KTIMBA
Shields down to 25%!
Kopec looks grim and shakes his head at Chang.
KOPEC
This will be on your head, Commander.
Chang takes this seriously. He looks at Becker, then out at the
nebula. The energy storm has kicked up greatly now.
END OF ACT TWO

ACT THREE
EXT. COSSAEA II - SURFACE
A wide vista of the surface can be seen. In the distance is a
shuttlecraft and a group of people are walking towards it.
CUT TO:
Viin and ASH are at the rear of the group, walking together.
VIIN
(to ASH)
Pretty crazy, hunh?
ASH seems to not realize she's talking to him.
Hey-

Viin nudges him.

VIIN (CONT'D)

ASH looks down at the contact, a bit confused by this.
at her quizzically.

He looks

ASH
Yes, Ensign?
VIIN
I said: pretty crazy, right?
ASH looks around, trying to understand what she's referring to.
ASH
I'm not equipped with the
psychoanalytical subroutines to make
that determination.
Viin realizes she forgot for a moment that he's just a program.
VIIN
Oh. No, I mean... This situation.
It just seems surreal, doesn't it?
ASH looks around.
ASH
What is it about the situation that
you find difficult to accept?
VIIN
Well... you know... meeting your
Creator and all that...

Ah.

ASH

(BEAT)
I suppose it does not have the same
impact for me. My creator is Doctor
Daystrom, I know him well already.
Viin smiles, realizing he's right.
VIIN
Well, that would be pretty weird to
me, too. Not sure I'd want Daystrom
as my creator!
ASH considers this for a second.
ASH
Why is that?
Viin realizes she's speaking ill of someone she probably
shouldn't be. She doesn't want to give ASH a bad impression of
Daystrom.
VIIN
Well... I guess it's just that I like
to think of our Creator being...
perfect. You know? Nothing against
Dr. Daystrom, but he's only human.
(BEAT)
I'd like to think the beings who
created us are better than we've been.
There is a pause while ASH considers this.
Ensign.

ASH
Viin is surprised by ASH initiating. She looks at him
expectantly, searching his expression for some sign of emotion.
He's looking directly ahead. She sees something in his face
that she thinks, for a moment, might be some insight into his
state of mind. Maybe even some emotion?
ASH turns looks directly at her.
ASH (CONT'D)
Do you consider me... inferior?
Viin is shocked by this.
VIIN
What?
ASH
I was created by a Human... would that
make me inferior to a Human?

Viin is appalled at the thought, but she understands how he could
come to this conclusion, based on what she'd just said. She
hates the idea that ASH could feel that way about himself.
No!

VIIN

She sees uncertainty in his searching eyes. There's definitely
more going on in his mind than one would think.
She takes his arm.
VIIN (CONT'D)
(earnestly)
No. I think you're amazing.
She smiles at him.
VIIN (CONT'D)
Sometimes the creation can be better
than the Creator.
ASH looks at her, then down at her hand on his arm.
back at her and copies her smile.

He looks

Viin is starting to like ASH very much.
CUT TO:
The landing party arrives at the shuttle.
The Andromedan walks around it, checking it out appreciatively.
ANDROMEDAN
Very sturdy construction.
you call this material?

What do

Lexia is eager to share.
LEXIA
It's a tritanium alloy.
The Andromedan nods.
ANDROMEDAN
What kind of propulsion system is
this? What is its top speed?
LEXIA
A matter/antimatter intermix coil
generates a warpMcHugh signals for her to stop, for now. He approaches the
Andromedan with a friendly, relaxed manner.

MCHUGH
(to Viin)
Ensign, prep the shuttle for takeoff.
Viin is confused.

The shuttle needs repairs before lifting off.
VIIN

ButQora takes her by the arm.
QORA
I'll assist you, Ensign.
Qora pulls her away.
missing.

Viin is trying to understand what she's

ASH observes all of the interactions with interest, but without
insight.
MCHUGH
You know... there's just one thing
I've always been dying to know.
The Andromedan smiles back.
ANDROMEDAN
What is that, Captain?
MCHUGH
Well, as you've obviously noticed by
now, we've mutated quite a bit since
our early ancestors.
The Andromedan looks a bit confused by this, looking around and
them.
ANDROMEDAN
Yes... of course.
MCHUGH
Earthlings, for example, used to be
much hairier and apelike.
The Andromedan nods.
ANDROMEDAN
Each species evolved its own unique
peculiarities according to its
planet's environment, yes.
MCHUGH
But, of course, the biggest change
that all of our species have gone
through is the loss of our extra
limbs.
Lexia gives McHugh a look like he's insane.

Oh?

ANDROMEDAN

MCHUGH
Yes. Of course, you must have known
this, since your projection looks
like our modern forms, not the ones
you seeded us with.
The Andromedan is looking around at the others.
ANDROMEDAN
Extra limbs...
MCHUGH
Oh, yes, maybe you forgot. It's
been, what, billions of years?
McHugh gestures to Lexia for confirmation.
nods questioningly, dumbstruck.

She hesitates and

MCHUGH (CONT'D)
The extra arm, coming out about
here...
McHugh mimes an arm coming out of his sternum.
MCHUGH (CONT'D)
And the third leg that's now just a
vestigial tail bone.
McHugh indicates his coccyx bone.
MCHUGH (CONT'D)
And the second head, right about...
here:
McHugh tilts his head to the side and indicates with his hands
a head that would be next to his on his left shoulder.
MCHUGH (CONT'D)
(to Lexia)
Wasn't it, Commander?
Lexia, wide-eyed, doesn't know how to respond.
LEXIA
Y-yes... that looks about right...
ASH seems quite pleased to be learning new information he'd never
heard before.
The Andromdean looks at the two of them in confusion.
genuinely at a loss. Then it smiles.

It looks

ANDROMEDAN
Of course. It has been a very long
time, as you say, Captain. We had
forgotten. Would this form be more
convincing to you?
The Andromedan's form shifts in front of their eyes to look as
McHugh described - with a third arm from the center of the chest,
a third leg coming from the tailbone... and a second head to the
left of the first!
McHugh nods appreciatively.
MCHUGH
Ah, yes, that's it!

Perfect!

He turns and looks at Lexia who now realizes what McHugh's been
up to.
Viin comes out of the shuttle.
VIIN
Captain, the shuttleViin sees the Andromedan and stops dead in her tracks.
What the-

VIIN (CONT'D)

Qora steps out from behind Viin and sees the Andromedan.
looks at McHugh.

She

McHugh nods to Qora and Qora takes out her phaser.
The Andromedan looks at Qora, sees the phaser and is surprised.
It turns at looks at McHugh, shocked.
INT. ENTERPRISE - BRIDGE
A massive bolt hits the Enterprise, knocking the crew around.
The Bridge is on emergency lighting and a Hazard Team is trying
to put out console fires.
KOPEC
Commander, just give me the word!
Wait!

BECKER
Wait...

Becker points at his monitor.
appear.

Characters are beginning to

BECKER (CONT'D)
It's working!

JOLI
(in awe)
Beloved Mother...!
Kopec can't believe it, but he can't deny what he's seeing.
a message.

It's

As the text slowly appears on the monitor, Chang reads it out
loud.
CHANG
"Reply"... "not"...
Joli and Kopec exchange glances, they don't understand.
CHANG (CONT'D)
"Planet"... "danger"...!
BECKER
It was a warning...
Chang looks at Joli in alarm. He looks back at the planet on
the viewscreen, concerned about the landing party.
JOLI
There's more!
Chang looks back at the monitor.
CHANG
"Destroyers"... "Murderers"...
Chang, Kopec, Becker and Joli all look at each other, speechless.
Chang looks at Becker.

They have the same thought.

Becker runs down to the comm console at the front of the Bridge,
Chang following right behind him.
Becker opens a comm channel.
CHANG (CONT'D)
(into comm)
Enterprise to landing party! Come
in, landing party! Do not make
contact! Repeat: alien entities may
be hostile!
EXT. COSSAEA II - SURFACE
McHugh stands in front of the Andromedan.
phaser trained on it.

Lt. Qora has her

ANDROMEDAN
Captain, what is the meaning of this?

MCHUGH
Who are you.
ANDROMEDAN
Captain, I've been quite patient with
yourMCHUGH
No more lies. What are you, and why
are you here?
The Andromedan's expression turns hard and he goes silent. A
look of impotent rage comes over its smooth face, a seething
anger borne of frustration.
Qora's communicator chirps and she tries to listen to it, but
it's badly broken up.
CHANG (VIA COMM)
(static)... landing (static)...
contact! Repeat: (static) may be
(static)
Viin is listening in.
VIIN
Interference?
Qora nods, more focused on keeping her phaser on the Andromedan
than worried about communications problems.
ASH disagrees, listening to the message as well.
ASH
The interference is too regular for it
to be a natural phenomenon.
(BEAT)
The pattern would indicate an
artificial source.
Qora looks at ASH in sudden realization and alarm.
QORA
Jamming?!
Qora is momentarily distracted, looking at ASH. McHugh turns
to look at Qora, wondering what the commotion is about.
Suddenly, the Andromedan explodes in a flash of white, spraying
a powder everywhere. McHugh grabs Lexia and they hit the dirt.
Out of nowhere, three rectangular portals open up around them
- windows into some unseen ship somewhere in orbit above them.

Out of the portals step several
alien creatures. They stand
about 6 or 7 feet tall, have dark
blue/purple chitinous
exoskeletons and multiple
segmented legs and arms. They
give the impression of upright
beetles but are not insects or
humanoid.

They have high-tech looking collars around
the bases of their "heads" and two of their
upper limbs hold some sort of technology that they point at the
landing party - clearly some kind of weapon.
MCHUGH
Take cover!
McHugh and Lexia run to hide behind a jagged rock as the creatures
fire their weapons at them, just missing as jagged pink energy
bolts crackle through the air past them.
Qora and ASH immediately train their phasers on the alien
attackers and fire to cover their retreat to the shuttle. ASH
holds and shields Viin on the way to the shuttle.
McHugh sees Qora and ASH firing at the aliens.
Stun only!

MCHUGH (CONT'D)
STUN ONLY!!

Qora looks at him like he's crazy, but turns to ASH and nods.
They adjust their phasers.
INT. ENTERPRISE - BRIDGE
Chang is still at the forward Communications console where
Becker is sitting. He's looking at the planet.
BECKER
No response, Commander. I don't
think we're getting through.
Something is interfering- no, wait...
Chang turns to the Andorian Science Officer, Lt. Tarah.
CHANG
Sensors! I want to know what's going
on down there!

Lt. Tarah works her console, but sees something else that catches
her attention.
LT. TARAH
Commander! Sensors are picking up
three objects emerging from the
nebula, closing in on our position!
Chang is alarmed, looks out at the nebula, taking a step back.
Lt. Ktimba now sees something and reports it.
LT. KTIMBA
Protonic energy spikes detected,
Commander!
Chang turns and heads back to the Captain's chair.
Red Alert!

CHANG
Sound general quarters!

EXT. NEBULA
Three large alien ships come out of the clouds and fire on the
Enterprise simultaneously. All three massive, pink, jagged
energy blasts hit directly.
END OF ACT THREE

ACT FOUR
EXT. COSSAEA II - SURFACE
The firefight with the aliens continues.
McHugh looks around the rock he and Lexia are hiding behind.
aliens are focused on Qora and ASH now.

The

McHugh looks to Qora and signals.
MCHUGH
Cover us!
Qora and ASH start firing rapidly as McHugh and Lexia make a run
for the shuttle, McHugh guiding Lexia ahead of him.
One of the blasts hits McHugh in the arm and he goes down.
Lexia stops and turns to him.
Cole!

LEXIA
McHugh waves at her to keep going, but she ignores him and comes
back to him.
Lt. Qora sees this and runs over to help.
One of the alien enemies throws something in the middle of the
group. Qora sees it.
Get down!

QORA
She throws herself on it, but instead of exploding, it pulses
and an energy dome encircles the landing party.
Qora looks around, confused.
An alien enemy shoots her through the energy dome, hitting her
in the shoulder. She shoots back, but the shot reflects off the
inside of the dome and almost hits Viin.
ASH steps out and tries to shoot the alien, but the same thing
happens.
Qora and ASH adjust their phasers, but McHugh raises his hand
to stop ASH and Qora from shooting any more.
MCHUGH
Hold your fire!
(pause)
Enough... it's over.

They stop. McHugh gestures for them to lay down their equipment
and surrender.
ASH, Viin and Lexia exchange glances and comply.
put down their phasers, Lexia her tricorder.

ASH and Qora

The aliens hold their weapons on all five of them.
INT. ENTERPRISE - BRIDGE
The Enterprise is being rocked by constant barrages from the
three enemy ships.
Dr. Joli is still on the Bridge, tending to the wounded with a
medic. The medics beam to Sickbay with the wounded.
Kopec is still at the back of the Bridge, bracing himself against
the wall as the ship is being pummeled.
All stations have holographic virtual displays (HoloTac)
projected above their consoles that Chang and rest of the Bridge
crew can see.
CHANG
Damage report!
Daystrom projects the damage report - a 3D schematic of the ship
with red indicators for damaged areas. He points to each.
DAYSTROM
Minor damage on Decks 4, 5 and 8,
Commander.
Lt. Ktimba brings up a status on the shields.
LT. KTIMBA
Shields are holding at 10%.
Kopec comes over to the Tactical Station and looks at the HoloTac
display.
KOPEC
Their weapons are no match for our
shields!
LT. KTIMBA
Phasers and photon torpedoes ready,
Sir!
CHANG
Hold your fire!
KOPEC
What?!
Chang ignores him.

CHANG
What about their shields?
Lt. Ktimba does a scan, but Kopec calls out the results first.
KOPEC
Pathetic, Commander! We could punch
through them with a single torpedo!
Chang is surprised to hear this.
CHANG
Tarah, what's the composition of
their ships?
Lt. Tarah brings up her scans on the HoloTac.
LT. TARAH
Their ships are massive, but
apparently primitive. Estimates of
hull composition indicate a thick,
but low-strength material similar to
ferrochromium.
KOPEC
(scoffs)
Ferrochrome?! Might as well fly
around the Galaxy in an egg shell!
LT. TARAH
However, their hulls are so thick, our
sensors can’t penetrate them. We
have no way of seeing inside their
ships.
Chang considers this.
LT. KTIMBA
Shields at 8%.
KOPEC
Commander! You realize we could
breach their hull with a single
torpedo!
CHANG
I know…
KOPEC
Well... aren't we going to fire back?!
CHANG
(pause)
No.
KOPEC
What?!

CHANG
Captain McHugh explicitly expressed
his desire not to have our first
contact be a bloody one. And I fully
intend to honor that command.
Kopec is beside himself, looking at the other Bridge crew for
support, but nobody else speaks up.
KOPEC
If we don't fire backCHANG
We can take it.
KOPEC
(gravely)
Not for much longer.
Chang ignores him.
LT. KTIMBA
I could try to take disable them.
CHANG
No. Without knowing how their
internal structures, we don't know
enough to ensure we won't
accidentally destroy them. We can’t
take that risk.
KOPEC
CommanderChang turns and looks at Kopec directly for the first time since
the battle began.
CHANG
Chief, don't you have an Engine Room
to run?
Kopec opens his mouth to argue, but then looks around and sees
everyone watching the confrontation. He realizes Chang is
right. He leans in closely to Chang and speaks so only he can
hear.
KOPEC
You know I'm right.
CHANG
If you are, at least you'll die happy.
Kopec grumbles and stalks off the Bridge to the turbolift.
Joli smiles.

Chang sighs in relief.
Joli walks over to him.
JOLI
Do you have another plan?
CHANG
One.

(to Becker)
Hailing frequencies.
Becker opens hailing frequencies - his HoloTac display shows
this.
Open.

BECKER

CHANG
Hostile vessels. This is Commander
Solomon Chang of the USS Enterprise.
We come on a mission of peace. Call
off your attack.
There is no reply.
BECKER
They may not understand, Commander.
Our Universal Translator has no data
for them.
CHANG
Our ship can withstand your attacks,
this battle is pointless.
(pauses)
Our weapons are very advanced and
could destroy your ships with ease.
The attack stops.
CHANG (CONT'D)
They understood that.
An alien voice, much like the one used by the Andromedan
construct, comes over the comm channel.
ALIEN VOICE (O.S.)
We know this.
Chang looks at Joli and Becker with renewed hope.
CHANG
We do not desire conflict, we request
a truce. Tell us your grievances.
There doesn't have to be bloodshed.

BECKER
I'm getting a visual transmission,
Commander...
On screen.

CHANG

The viewscreen changes to show the landing party, captured!
Chang's hopes fall.
CHANG (CONT'D)
Let them go.
ALIEN VOICE (O.S.)
Attack us and they all die.
Chang thinks for a moment, accepting the dilemma.
CHANG
What do you want.
ALIEN VOICE (O.S.)
Your ship, your technology.
Surrender now and your deaths will be
swift and merciful.
CHANG
That's not an option.
ALIEN VOICE (O.S.)
Know this, Commander. We have no
desire for peace. And we are not
afraid to shed blood.
One of the aliens aims their weapon at the landing party,
helpless in the energy bubble. It walks slowly around, aiming
at each one, until it stops on Lexia.
Wait-

CHANG
But the alien raises its weapon and fires.
EXT. COSSAEA II - SURFACE
Qora saw what was about to happen and throws herself in front
of Lexia, taking the full brunt of the blast directly in the gut.
QORA
AAAGGGHHHH!!
LEXIA
Qora!

Qora falls back, bleeding with a gaping hole blown through her
midsection. Lexia catches her and ASH comes over to help.
INT. ENTERPRISE - BRIDGE
Qora looks gravely wounded.

Joli gasps.

CHANG
(whispering to Joli)
Is it fatal?
Joli isn't sure, she doesn't know if Qora can recover from a wound
like that.
The viewscreen changes to show the interior of one of the alien
ships. It appears to be the control room. One of the aliens
stands in front of the screen. Its collar appears to be larger
and more complex than the others and its exoskeleton has unique
markings on it that distinguish it from the others.
It's mandibles move, but not in sync with the voice coming from
the collar. Instead, a light on the collar pulses in sync with
the voice.
ALIEN VOICE
We will kill one more prisoner with
each quarter rotation of the planet
below. You have one rotation to make
your decision.
CHANG
Don't do thisThe transmission ends abruptly.
BECKER
They've cut us off...
Chang immediately turns to the Bridge crew.
Options.

CHANG
LT. KTIMBA
Weapons are on standby, but shields
are down to 5%. They could do serious
damage to us if we open fire now.
CHANG
They won't fire on us again. They
want the ship. They're not going to
risk damaging it any further.

JOLI
We've got to get our people off that
planet!
Chang looks to Tarah.
LT. TARAH
Transporters still aren't able to
penetrate the nebula's energy storm,
Commander.
CHANG
How did they get down there? We
scanned the planet, there were no
other lifeforms down there and no
ships entered the atmosphere.
LT. TARAH
They must have some sort of
transporter that works off of a
different principle. One that the
energy storm doesn’t interfere with.
Chang thinks for a few seconds.
CHANG
Becker. Do you think you can
communicate with the nebula again?
BECKER
Yes, sir, I think so.
CHANG
Try to explain the situation. See if
you can convince it to stop
interfering - tell it we need to save
our people.
BECKER
Yes, Commander!
Becker gets up and runs to the rear station where he was doing
his earlier work communicating with the nebula.
CHANG
Keep me posted.
the conn.
Aye, sir.

Daystrom, you have

DAYSTROM
Chang exits to the Captain's ready room.
leave, waits a second, then follows.

Joli watches him

Chang is leaning against the back of the desk, looking out the
window at the nebula, the planet and the enemy ships.
Joli enters.

Commander?

JOLI

Chang looks back and she comes in.
JOLI (CONT'D)
Do you really think we can get out of
this without blood on our hands?
Chang looks down, uncertain.
CHANG
I...

(pause)
There has to be a way.
Joli looks out the window.
JOLI
It was a mistake coming here.
Chang disagrees.
CHANG
No, I don't think so.
Even now?

JOLI
CHANG
(emphatically)
This is a mission we had to take.
This is our next step. I wasn't sold,
myself, but Cole was so damned sure...
he talked me into it. But now, even
despite all of this... I'm certain
this is where we must be.
JOLI
And if we fail?
CHANG
We don't fail if we stick to our
principles.
JOLI
And if we die in the process?
Chang considers this.
CHANG
If that's the cost of peace, then so
be it.
JOLI
That's a lot of other lives you're
speaking for.

CHANG
They all knew...
Chang's voice trails off. Even he doesn't believe the "everyone
knew the dangers" speech. His mood darkens.
Joli sits with him in silence for a moment, looking out at the
enemy ships.
JOLI
Can you... "sense" what's going to
happen? Will we make it out of this?
CHANG
Would you really want to know?
JOLI
Well... it would be a big comfort
right about now to know we're all
going to live... Can you see the
future?
CHANG
No. All I can sense is my own
existence. Where I am in the future.
I can just... feel my consciousness
calling back to me like an echo - like
the voices of my future self, talking
to me. The closer in time, the
stronger the echoes.
JOLI
And if the echoes are weak?
Chang is silent for a bit.
CHANG
When the echo fades... it means I'm
close to the end.
JOLI
End... of your life?!
CHANG
(nods)
The closer I get to the end, the less
I feel the echo of my consciousness.
I feel myself fading away.
Joli searches his expression.
telling her?

Is there something he's not

Chang looks out the window.
CHANG (CONT'D)
In the end, there will be only
silence, only my own voice. I'll be
alone.

There is silence for a moment.
JOLI
I was wrong. That was no comfort at
all.
Chang allows himself a wry, sad smile.
I think-

CHANG

He stops, as if he heard something.
moment, then a comm chime sounds.

Joli looks confused for a

DAYSTROM
Commander Chang, the enemy vessel is
hailing us.
Already?

JOLI
CHANG
Cossaea II's rotational period is
only about an hour.
He sighs and looks at Joli directly, flashing a melancholy smile.
CHANG (CONT'D)
Looks like my time is up.
Chang gets up and heads out. Joli is still a bit unsure of what
to make of all of this and hesitates before following him.
INT. ENTERPRISE - BRIDGE
Chang walks back toward the center of the Bridge.
DAYSTROM
They're on standby, Commander.
Chang nods.
CHANG
(to Becker)
Lieutenant, how much more time do you
need?
BECKER
10, 20 minutes, max! I just have to
write the reverse translation matrix
so we can talk to it!
Chang nods.

He looks to Daystrom and gestures to the screen.

On the viewscreen, the alien commander appears.

ALIEN VOICE
Commander. Have you made your
decision? Or would you prefer to
watch us kill another of your people?
No.

CHANG
You win. I surrender.

The Bridge crew are shocked by this.

Joli, especially.

ALIEN VOICE
Excellent. We are pleased to see you
have capitulated so easily.
CHANG
Allow me to transport over to discuss
terms.
Terms?

VOICE
CHANG
I need to know that my people will be
treated with mercy when we hand over
the ship.
VOICE
Of course, we will honor our offer.
And your people will live long enough
to teach us your technology.
CHANG
Very generous. When should I come
over to negotiate?
VOICE
Now. But only you. No weapons, no
vehicles. Use the suits your people
use before - that let you walk in
space.
Chang sighs at this grimly.
All right.

CHANG
VOICE
We warn you: do not attempt any
deception. We will kill every one of
your people on the planet below should
we suspect any trickery.
CHANG
Understood. I'm on my way.
Chang signals to Daystrom to cut the communication and the
viewscreen returns to its normal view.

Chang immediately turns to Becker.
CHANG (CONT'D)
Lt. Becker, you have your 20 minutes.
He turns to Daystrom and Joli.
CHANG (CONT'D)
As soon as Becker gets rid of that
interference, beam up the landing
party and retreat back to the Gate.
Chang starts heading for the turbolift.
JOLI
What about you?!
CHANG
Don't worry about me, Doctor.
He gets in the turbolift and, as the doors close on him:
CHANG (CONT'D)
(smiling)
I'm right where I'm supposed to be.
Joli does not look comforted.
EXT. ENTERPRISE - DORSAL AIRLOCK
An airlock on the top portion of the "saucer section" opens and
Chang floats out in an EVA suit.
Chang orients himself towards the massive alien vessel and
engages his jets to head towards it.
EXT. NEBULA
Chang flies through the nebula as energy bolts arc around him.
He looks around at it, seeing it with fresh eyes, as Becker did.
BECKER (V.O.)
Greetings cloud entity, we are the USS
Enterprise. We come in the spirit of
peace and discovery.
INT. ENTERPRISE - BRIDGE
Becker is talking into the console. Joli stands behind him.
All eyes are on either him or Chang, seen on the viewscreen
heading for the enemy ship.

BECKER
We could not understand your
warnings, but we hear them now.
need your help...

We

EXT. ENEMY VESSEL
Chang closes in on the massive enemy vessel and a four-pointed,
enormous hatch opens up that is entirely black inside.
Chang closes his eyes as he enters the enemy ship.
INT. ENEMY VESSEL - HATCH
As the hatch is closing, darkness envelops Chang.
EXT. ENEMY VESSEL
The hatch closes behind him.
INT. ENEMY VESSEL - HATCH
The hatch closes and all turns black.
END OF ACT FOUR

TAG
INT. VR CHAMBER
An octagonal, dimly lit chamber is lined with a wide array of
equipment - wires, alien control panels, etc. It is filled with
a yellowish mist or fog.
Several virtual spherical 3D displays hover in the air, a few
in front of each of 4 pods.
On the displays are images of McHugh and the landing party, on
the planet. The POV seems to be from the collars of the
chitinous aliens guarding them.
In each pod is a large, amorphous creature - a semi-translucent,
slimy bag of organs with no apparent limbs. They pulsate and
palpate with life. They are wired into their pods and seem to
be controlling the displays directly through their hard-wiring.
One display shows Chang, emerging from an alien airlock.
Weapons are pointed at him and he holds up his hands and is led
away.
END OF TAG
END OF EPISODE

